TURK WOMEN TRY POLITICS

By LUCY CLAIRE

Fashion Editor for Central Press and The Economist.

The first woman to enter a Turkish political party is none other than the wife of Prime Minister Enver Pasha, in her own right. Fatma, mother of the young politician, is a strong-willed woman who has been active in Turkish politics for many years. She is known for her intelligence and her progressive views on women's rights.

AUSTRIAN GIRL TO DARE ATLANTIC

LILY ELLERT, Austrian actress and statistician, is reported to be planning a rescue operation to save a trapped nautical vessel. Eder, who has been sailing the oceans for years, announced that she plans to use her knowledge of navigation and rescue techniques to save the sailors from a sinking ship.
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FOUNDER OF WOMEN'S BICYCLING LEAGUE

Miss Edith Huber, the recently appointed Germany female cyclist, has been named by the German government to head a women's bicycling league. Miss Huber is known for her dedication to women's rights and her advocacy for women's participation in sports. The league was founded to encourage more women to take up cycling as a means of exercise and to promote the benefits of cycling for women's health and fitness.

Learn to Dance! be like the rest of them "NEW MAJESTIC"

AMERICA'S and probably the world's largest "best-equipped, and most up-to-date school for the teaching of balloon dancing will teach you.

$5 Twenty one-hour lessons, teaching the Waltz, Two Step, One Step, Faststep, and Black Bottom, with all the latest advanced steps—incorporating, also, free pass for yourself and companion to the $5 public assemblies for one year.

Over 200 lady and men instructors. Ten-piece orchestra. No pupils dance together, but with their own personal instructors only. All lessons strictly private and separate from public assemblies. All the conveniences of a halls, grand, modern institutions.

No appointments necessary. School is open and lessons given daily between 8 A.M. and midnight, without any appointment.

This includes Sundays and Holidays. All courses are absolutely guaranteed.

More than 14,000 individuals took lessons by New Majestic in One Year.

Remember Correct Address!

The New Majestic Building, 1314 and most beautiful in Detroit. In music box, Albertson 33 and 34. These taking lessons go in on their card fee for one year—and may bring a companion.
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